or several decades, the most powerful computers have been those capable of exploiting parallelism at one or more levels of granularity, ranging from instruction-level to task parallelism. This will probably continue to be the case, as it is F unlikely that hardware technology alone will satisfy the ever increasing demand for computational power.
Basic tecbniques for automaticauy detecting parallelism
This description of automatic parallelization techniques necessarily omits many details; a recent survey by Utpal Banejee et al. includes an extensive list of references on the subject.l
DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS
Because of iteration or recursion, program statements are often executed more than once; each execution is a statement instance. We use data dependence analyir to determine whether two statement instances must execute in the order specified in the source program to guarantee correct results. Two statement instances may execute in any order or even in parallel when there is no chain of dependence relations connecting them.
In a sequential program, we say that a statement S2 isflow dependent on a statement S1 if, in some execution of the program, an instance of S2 could read from a memory location previously written to by an instance of S1. This type of dependence arises when there is a producerconsumer relation between instances of SI and S2. We say that S2 is antidependent on S1 if, in some execution of the program, an instance of S2 could write to a memory location previously read by an instance of S1; similarly, S2 is output dependent on S1 if an instance of S2 could write to a memory location previously written by an instance of S1. Output and antidependences are also known as m mmy-related dependences. They occur whenever a memory location is rewritten.
Dependences can be determined statically at compile time or dynamically at runtime, but for all practical purposes, static dependence analysis is the only method used today.
When only scalar variables are involved, static dependence analysis is simple. For example, in the statements S1: A = B + C S 2 : D = E + F S3: G = A + C S4: E = H + C it is easy to determine that S3 is flowdependent on S1 (because of A), and therefore that the two statements have to execute in the order they appear. It is also easy to determine that there is an antidependence from S2 to S4 (because of E). There are no other dependence relations, so the sequence Sl;S3 can execute in parallel with the sequence S2;S4 without affecting the outcome of the original sequential code.
In the presence of array references, computing the dependence relation accurately is considerably more difficult. Consider this loop:
X ( a * I + b ) = . . . T o determine whether there is a dependence between SI and S2, we must ~ without machine-specific constructs, makes it possible to port programs to a variety of high-performance computers. Portability is particularly important because high-performance machines are evolving rapidly, and both software houses and users are understandably reluctant to develop parallel code that could be made obsolete by the rise and widespread acceptance of a radically new machine organization.
Unfortunately, today's compilers do not detect parallelism in conventional programs very accurately, sometimes because the necessary information is not available at compile time, but most often because the compiler's analysis algorithms are not sophisticated enough. As a result, conventional programming languages are usually extended with directives that supply the information that the compiler cannot obtain by determine whether the equation a * i l + b = c * i2 + d has a solution in il and i 2 , both within the loop limits (that is, within the interval [ 1 :NI) . SI is flow dependent on S2 if there is a solution satisfying the constraint il < iz, and S2 is antidependent on S1 if there is a solution satisfylng i2 . : il. In other words, determining the existence of a dependence in a singly nested loop is equivalent to determining the existence of a solution to a system consisting of an equation and several inequalities. For multiply nested loops and multidimensional arrays, the system would include several equations.
Cross-iteration dependences are those between statement instances executing in different iteradons of a do loop. In the previous example, there will be a crossiteration dependence between S1 and S2 if there is a solution to the equation where i, # iz. A loop can be executed in parallel without synchronization (except for the barriers at the beginning and end of the loop) if there are no cross-iteration dependences.
Because of its importance, the dependence analysis problem has been studied extensively and many techniques have been developed to determine automatically whether there are solutions to the associated systems of equations and inequalities. Practically all the techniques in today's compilers, such as the GCD test and Banerjee's test, solve the problem numerically under the assumption that itself. For example, Fortran extensions -including High Performance Fortran and its precursor, Fortran D -have been designed for the new breed of massively parallel processors to provide a familiar environment that spares the programmer the need to work with lowlevel message-passing primitives. To circumvent the limitations of current compilers, these extensions include directives to specify how the data is to be distributed (align, distribute, and decompositi on) and whether a do loop can be executed in parallel (independent). However, even when assertions are used, the compiler still needs to do a very accurate analysis of the source program to generate efficient code.
For these reasons, we believe that the success of compilers for MPP languages, such as High Performance
Fortran, rests heavily on the effectiveness of their analysis ~ the subscript expressions are linear corn-only one copy ofA for the loop. Replicat-statement S1 can be eliminated, and all binations of the loop indices. For these ingA to create a private copy per iteration occurrences of J in S2 can be replaced numerical techniques to work accurately, would eliminate the cross-iteration depen-with the expression 2*Z. In this way the it is often necessary to know at compile dences. Today'scotnpilers do a good@ of cross-iteration dependences caused by S1 time the values of the coefficients in the privatizing scalar variables, but they are d&ippear, and the dependences caused subscript expressions. The values of the less successll in privatizing arrays. This is @$2 can be analyzed using conventionloop limits are also necessary, even perhaps the main reason that they fa11 to a1 techniques. Today's compilers can do though accurate results can sometimes parallelize many outer loops and thus are a good job at replacing simple induction be obtained by conservatively assuming limited in their effectiveness. variables, but often fail when the inducthat the upper limit is the largest possible Another important transformation to tion variables are updated a t seyeral integer value in the target m a h e . ' If a eliminate dependences is the recognition points in a loop, especially in multiply compiler relies only on numerical tech-and replacement of idioms, usually sim-nested loops where inner loop bounds niques, as often is the case, it has to ple recurrences. One recurrence found depend on outer loop indices. assume a dependence when the values of frequently is )ndurtion. An induction stateAnother recurrence that often arises is the coefficients or loop limits are not ment in a loop uses the previous value of redqutim. Reductions of the form known. This is one of the main reasons the indzrrtion variable to compute a new S=S+V(l) are common. Such recurrences why compilers fail to detect parallelism value, usually by adding or multiplying a can also be detected and their depenin sequential programs. This limitation scalar expression. This dependence on the dences eIiminated if the programmer is can be overcome by using symbolic analy-value from a previous iteration can pre-willing to accept a reordering of the comsis (discussed later in the main article). vent a loop from being parallelized.
putation. Today's compilers recognize If we can produce an expression for the many of these idioms.
TRANSFORMATIONS
induction variable which does not refer to To reduce the number of dependences its previous value, then the dependence is and increase parallelism, compilers try to removed. The expressions that can be apply several transformations. The two produwd for induction variables in a loop most important are privattzution and nest become functions of the loop indices. We have developed new techniques €or dependence analysis, privatization, and idiom recognition that are more accurate than the techniques used on most restructuring compilers today. These techniques have successfully parallelized six programs (half) o€a suite of representative high-performance applications, whereas commercial restructurers can parallelize only two o f these codes. W e have implemented these techniques in a source-to-source Fortran compiler called Polaris, and we will soon implement runtime techniques that further support the automatic detection of parallelism. The targets of Polaris are shared-memory multiprocessors and MPPs with a global address space. W e chose these machines so that we could focus on the accuracy of the analysis, rather than the complexities of message generation. Improving the accuracy of analysis techniques is an important issue for parallelizing compilers. Our emphasis has been on the automatic detection of parallelism, although our techniques for data dependence and privatization could be used to improve message generation and data distribution.
The need for improvement
To make compilers more effective at detecting parallelism, we must know the strengths and weaknesses of current automatic restructurers. Thus, in the late %Os, we studied the effectiveness of parallelizing compilers using the Perfect Benchmarks, a suite of programs representing common applications. Our study showed that current automatic restructurers can achieve significant speedups for small kernels or benchmarks, but that the typical gain for real programs is small.' (Our experience has been only with coarse-grained loop parallelism; a more accurate analysis of programs could be useful to detect vector and instruction-level parallelism.) In response to these poor results, we began to search for ways to increase the effectiveness of automatic restructurers on real programs. W e first hand-transformed these programs into an efficient parallel form. With a few exceptions, we applied only transformations that could be implemented in a parallelizing compiler. That is, we restricted ourselves to transformations that make relatively small code changes as opposed to reorganizing large sections of the code. Furthermore, we applied transformations that could be derived from the program text, rather than from knowledge of the application.
Our work included dependence analysis, privatization, and idiom recognition. As shown in Figure 1 , our transformations significantly improved the performance of all programs we inspected. In fact, the performance of most of the programs was close to or as good as the performance that resulted from the best reported manual effort. Figure 1 as well as our hand-transformations did. Although the Perfect Benchmarks are perhaps the most widely accepted suite that represents a supercomputer workload, the question ofwhether our findings would carry over to other programs remained an open one. To answer this question, we collected an additional suite of programs that are now being used by researchers at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. So far, we have carefully examined-two of these six codes, and found that our newly implemented techniques can parallelize them. Table 1 lists the most important loops of the suite of benchmark programs that we chose as a first yardstick for Polaris (Cloud3d and Cmhog are from the NCSA set; the others are from the Perfect Benchmarks). Column 2 shows the percentage of program serial execution time of each loop. Columns 3 and 4 show which loops were parallelized in our hand-optimized program and in the automatically translated versions, respectively.
Column 5 indicates the loops where the new compiler technology can be credited with finding the parallelism.
With very few exceptions, Polaris parallelized the loops that we previously parallelized by hand. T h e exceptions include some inherently serial loops (indicated by "S" in the "Hand-optimized" column) and some rare patterns that can be automated but are not yet implemented ("A" in the "Polaris-optimized" column). An "I" indicates that the implementation is not yet complete but will be done soon.
T h e loops marked in column 5 could not be parallelized by the compilers we used to compute the values in Figure 1 . In all these programs, the loops listed are the most time-consuming. Many of the loops we have not listed can be parallelized successfully as well. W e do not have space to show them all here, although in some programs they contribute significantly to the execution time.
The serial loops in this table are of particular concern because they limit the achievable speedup on massively parallel processors. In Arc2d this problem is not as severe because there are inner parallel loops in the serial outer 
Symbolic analysis
Our enhanced techniques need to be done symbolically to be effective. In other words, the analysis must manipulate or propagate symbolic expressions, equations, and inequalities that contain program variables.
Polaris implements two mechanisms for symbolic propagation. One uses the forward substitution of symbolic equations and inequalities. The other is a demand-driven mechanism that backtracks symbolic variables and their relations as they are needed.3 W e have used the former to support symbolic data dependence tests, which can identify an important subclass of loops as parallel (which conventional data dependence tests cannot). W e have used the latter to support array privatization and idiom recognition. Array privatization is one of the most important techmques needed for effectively parallelizing programs. Even though either s y nbolic propagation mechanism could support all three analysis techniques (at least in theory), the demand-driven approach is potentially more efficient because it derives only the information that is needed.
SYMBOLIC DEPENDENCE ANALYSIS
Many modern dependence tests are accurate and but they are not applicable in many common situations. For instance, the existence of a variable with an unknown or nonconstant value in a loop bound or a subscript expression coefficient prevents the use of many tests.
Most data dependence tests require their loop bounds and array 1 .a P P P P P P P P P P P s LR) s LR) s 10) P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Figure 2 introduces a nonlinear expression into the subscript of array A if the value of Nis not known at compile time. Array linearization transforms two or more dimensions of an array into a single dimension; this may be needed for interprocedural analysis when an array is dimensioned differently across procedure boundaries. If the declared dimensions of a multidimensional array are symbolic expressions, the resulting linearized array may contain unknown subscript terms. For example, if the array A, which was originally dimensioned as A(N,M), were linearized, its declaration will be changed to A(N*I1I), and a reference A(I,) will be changed to
PROGRAM-ROUTINEILDOP
K = O d o J = 1 . M d o J = 1 , M d o I = 1 , N do I = I , N K = K + 1 a A ( I + N * ( J -1 ) ) = . . . A ( K ) =. . . e n d do e n d d o e n d d o e n d d o Figure 2. Before and after induction variable substitution.d o I = 1 , N d o J = 0 , ( 6 4 ~ I) / ( 2 * N ) d o K = 1 , 1 2 9 L = 2 5 8 * N * J + 1 2 9 * I + K ~ 1 2 9 A ( L ) = A ( L ) + A ( L + 1 2 9 * N ) A ( L + 1 2 9 * N ) = H * E e n d d
A(I + N*).

Symbolic dependence analysis in Polaris
To handle the nonlinear expressions that we have seen in the Perfect Benchmarks, we have implemented a symbolic dependence test in Polaris, called the range test. ' In the range test we mark a loop as parallel if there are no cross-iteration dependences caused by scalars, and if for all arrays A we can prove that the range of elements of A accessed by an iteration of that loop do not overlap with the range of elements accessed by other iterations. W e prove the second condition by determining whether certain symbolic inequality relationships hold. Variable constraint propagation and symbolic simplification techniques are necessary to determine such constraints. For example, the range test can identify the rightmost loop in Figure 2 as parallel because the span of the range of elements of A generated by the I loop, which equals N -1, fits within the stride of access to A due to they loop, which equals N.
In general, the range test proves independence in a loop L by determining that for each array A the range of values that can be accessed within L fits within the absolute value of the stride of L. As illustrated next, to maximize the number of loops found parallel, we apply the range test upon permutations of the loop nest. Figure 3 shows an important loop nest that contained Table 2 , for the permutation shown, the sum of the inner spans of a loop always fits within the stride of the next loop in the permutation.
Although we developed the range test to complement rather than replace conventional dependence analysis, it was the only test needed to parallelize the loops listed in Table 1 .
ARRAY PRIVATIZATION
Although symbolic dependence analysis lets us prove that more references in a loop nest are independent from each other, it will not let us parallelize a significantly greater number of important loops without additional transformations. In our experience, the most important of these transformations is away privati~ation.~ As mentioned in the sidebar, array privatization eliminates memory-related dependences. That is, it identifies scalars and arrays that are used as temporary work spaces by a loop iteration, and allocates a local copy of those scalars and arrays for that iteration so as to eliminate any cross-iteration antidependences or output dependences caused by storage reuse.
T o prove that a scalar variable can be privatized, every use of that variable must be dominated by a definition of the variable in the same loop iteration. T h e definition of a scalar variable dominates a use if arid only if all control flow paths, from the start of the loop iteration to the statement containing the use, pass through the statement making the definition. For scalars, if a definition dominates a use, then we can say that the definition covers the use.
Determining the covering definition for a use of a scalar variable is straightforward, since the scalar is an atomic object that can only be read and written as a whole. However, since an array variable is a composite object that can be partially read and written, determin- ing whether an array assignment -or a collection of these -covers all array uses requires an elaborate analysis of the array ranges. More specifically, the array privatizer must prove that the regon of array elements referenced is a subset of the region of array elements defined to determine that the uses are covered by the assignment. Symbolic analysis techniques are often required for these region comparisons, since the region expressions often contain unknown or nonconstant values. As mentioned in the sidebar, because of the difficulty of analyzing array references, most of today's parallelizing compilers privatize only scalars.
In many cases we can determine the ranges in the definitions and use of arrays, and whether one covers the other, using information immediately available at the points of definition and use. However, a more elaborate analysis requiring global information is necessary in many other cases. Figure 4 shows an example where global information is necessary for array privatization. T o parallelize the I loop, the equivalenced arrays A and AA must be privatized. Loop J defines the region AA( 1 :MP), while loop Kuses regon A(l:M, 1:P). Thus, to prove that A (and therefore AA) are privatizable, we only need to prove that MP 2 M*P. T o prove this, we must use information from outside the loop. As mentioned above, we use a demand-driven algorithm, based on a static single assignment (SSA) representation, to obtain global information.
t h e n Figure 5 . Example from BDNA.
T o obtain the SSA form, program variables are renamed such that each time the variable is defined it is given a new name. Then, each time a variable is used, it is named according to which definition reaches it. In Figure 4 , each variable is assigned only once, so no renaming is necessary to obtain the SSA form. Our demand-driven algorithm proceeds backward from use to definition. T o prove that M P 2M*P, the algorithm starts at loop7 and backward-substitutes MP with M*P as defined in statement S2. Because the goal is satisfied, the algorithm stops at this point and performs no further replacements.
Another example of the need for global information is shown in Figures, taken from 
Runtime techniques
Even the most powerful symbolic analysis techniques cannot detect parallelism if the information is unavailable a t compile time. For a class of programs, compiletime analysis must be complemented with runtime techniques to obtain good speedups.
T h e reason for this is that the access pattern of some programs cannot be determined statically, either because of limitations in the current analysis algorithms or because the access pattern is a function of the input data. For example, compilers usually conservatively assume data dependences in the presence of arrays subscripted by index arrays. Although more powerful analysis techniques could remove this limitation when the index arrays are computed using only statically known values, nothing can be done a t compile time when the index arrays are a function of the input data. Therefore, if data dependences such as these are to be detected, the analysis must occur at runtime. Because of the overhead involved, it is very important that runtime techniques be fast, in addition to being effective.
Another situation in which compilers have thus far been unable to generate parallel code is when the iteration space of a loop is not known a t compile time, as in while loops or d o loops with conditional exits. Such loops require runtime techniques that are fast and effective.
DETECTING DATA DEPENDENCES AT RUNTIME
Consider a d o loop for which the compiler cannot statically determine the access pattern of a shared array A that is referenced in the loop. Instead of executing the loop sequentially, the compiler could decide to speculatively execute the loop as a d oa 11, and generate code to determine at runtime whether the loop was, in fact, fully parallel. If the subsequent test finds that the loop was not fully parallel, then it will be called the Privatizing Doall test (PO test) , for detecting the presence of Figure 6 , The pD test, cross-iteration dependences in a 100p.'~ T h e test does not identify such dependences; it only flags their existence. In addition, if any variables were privatized for speculative parallel execution, the PD test determines whether those variables were, in fact, validly privatized. W e are interested in identiijmg fully parallel loops because they arise frequently in real programs.
THE PD TEST
T h e P D test is applied to each shared variable referenced during the loop whose accesses cannot be analyzed at compile time. For convenience, we discuss the test as applied to only one shared array, say A. Briefly, the test traverses and marks shadow arrays during speculative parallel execution using the access pattern of A. Then, after loop termination, it performs a final analysis to determine whether there were cross-iteration dependences between the statements referencing A. The first time an element ofA is written during an iteration, the corresponding element in the write shadow array A, is marked. If, during any iteration, an element in A is read, but never written, then the corresponding element in the read shadow array 4 is marked. Another shadow array A. , , p is used to flag the elements of A that cannot be privatized: An element in kp is marked if the corresponding element in A is both read and written, and is read first, in any iteration.
T Figure 6 illustrates the PD test. The access pattern is gwen by the subscript arrays T, V, and U. A is not privatizable (some element is read before being written in an iteration). Let W A be the total number of case potential speedups-reach into the hundreds, and the cost of a failed test becomes a very small fraction of sequential execution time. Thus, speculating that the loop is fully parallel could offer large gains in performance while rislung only a small increase in the sequential execution time. analyze the access pattern of the shared array in this loop, since the array is indexed by a subscript array that is computed a t runtime. In addition, this loop is parallel for only 90% of its invocations. In the cases when the test failed, we restored state and reexecuted the loop sequentially. T h e speedup reported includes both the parallel and sequential instantiations.
Our results indicate that our techniques for loops with unknown iteration spaces usually yield significant speedups when compared to the available parallelism in the original loop. T h e experiments have also shown that the overhead associated with these techniques is generally very small. ven though today's compiler techniques are limited in their effectiveness, it seems clear that compilers that accurately detect and effectively exploit parallelism can be devel-E oped. Such compilers will need to use a combination of static and dynamic techniques and include symbolic algebra and analysis methods. When developing new techniques, researchers should devote a substantial effort to analynng real programs and program patterns to help them focus their attention where it is needed and to evaluate the effectiveness of the new methods. T h e automatic detection of parallelism is not a trivial problem, but it is not insurmountable either, and the reward for success will more than compensate for the effort. @
